Smart Mobile
Messaging for
Attendance
Interventions
AllHere is a new AI-powered attendance
interventions management system designed
for onsite, remote, and hybrid learning.
All Students. All Here.
Increase student engagement and
decrease chronic absenteeism.
AllHere offers a complete attendance management solution that combines an easy-to-use technology
platform, evidenced-based best practices, and automation to ensure the right student & family gets
the right intervention at the right time so you can serve the needs of each and every student.
• Intelligent, evidence-based student participation and attendance intervention strategies
• Personalized, one-to-one, two-way conversational support for students & families at scale
• Robust reporting and analytics with actionable insights
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Reach more students

Automate tasks

Technology-powered

Increased effectiveness

Our Approach
Mobile Messaging Powered by AI:
Intelligent, evidence-based student participation and
attendance interventions for onsite, remote, and hybrid learning.

Research-Based Interventions:
Evidence-based strategies incorporating best practices for proven results.

Actionable Insights and Analysis:
Data-driven intervention strategies with actionable insights, reporting and analysis.

Our Solution
Designed for Onsite, Remote
and Hybrid Learning

AI Chatbot – Virtual
Attendance Coach

Complete all-in-one attendance intervention
management solution integrates with the SIS,
unifies screen assessments, identifies and manages
the root causes of student absenteeism bringing
it all into one central place and empowers schools
Highly
Personalized

and districts to be more efficient and effective,
knowing what is working and what is not working
at the school and district level.
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www.allhere.com

How AllHere Works
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FAQs
How long does the subscription run? The subscription runs for one year.
How do I upload my family or student contact information, and attendance information?
Through a secure file transfer protocol (SFTP) integration from your SIS of record or through a secure CSV upload.

Where does the data go and who owns it? AllHere is a data fiduciary and fully FERPA compliant.
Data will be used to send text messages to students and families. AllHere does not share or sell any
student-level data, any reporting is done in aggregate and/or anonymized.

www.allhere.com

Service and Support
We centered our support system around
applying the methodology in a way that can
be easily understood and bring you to the
root cause of chronic absenteeism.
Our services, grounded in extensive research, provide
comprehensive support to improve attendance and reduce
chronic absenteeism. AllHere’s services speak to and intend
to close the evidence gap in attendance intervention efforts.

Contact AllHere

125 Western Avenue
Boston, MA USA 02163

www.allhere.com
info@allhere.com

